INTENDED USE

Starter Brackets for Mekano® channels come in many types and sizes. The following guidelines are common to most* types and show the recommended positioning for Mekano® Channel in relation to the starter bracket.

*Short brackets which do not allow 100 mm overlap should be fitted as example 3 shown with the first holes corresponding to the top of the starter.

INSTRUCTION FOR USE

Offer the channel up to the starter bracket, and ensure a minimum overlap of 100 mm. The bolts must be at the top of the Mekano® channel when fitted to avoid slip.

For 100 and 125 mm channels
When the overlap is minimum 100 mm, overlap further until 4 holes correspond to allow bolts to be fitted at the top of the channel holes.

For 50 mm channels
When the overlap is minimum 100 mm, overlap further until 4 holes correspond to allow bolts to be fitted at the top of the channel holes.